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Question: 44
An administrator installs vRealize Automation using the vRealize Easy Installer.
What is the correct URL to log in to the vRealize Automation user interface? (Choose the best answer.)
A. https://vRA_FQDN/org/
B. https://console.cloud.vmware.com/
C. https://vRA_FQDN/
D. http://vRA_FQDN/

Answer: C
Explanation:
Reference: https://docs.vmware.com/en/vRealize-Automation/7.6/com.vmware.vra.prepare.use.doc/GUID-9F5F20CEF178-44B1-ADFC-161D129EE0ED.html

Question: 45
An administrator is trying to create a new set of image mappings that will map to vSphere templates that have been
added to an existing vCenter Server cloud account. When the administrator tries to select the Windows Server 2016
image, nothing appears on the list. The administrator has confirmed that the vSphere template exists in the correct
location within vCenter Server.
Which action should the administrator take to be able to create the new image mapping? (Choose the best answer.)
A. Validate the vCenter Server cloud account credentials.
B. Check to make sure image synchronization is successful for the vCenter Server cloud account.
C. Make sure the correct NSX endpoint is selected for the vCenter Server cloud account.
D. Add a new capability tag to the vCenter Server cloud account.

Answer: B
Explanation:
Reference: https://docs.vmware.com/en/vRealize-Automation/8.1/Using-and-Managing-Cloud-Assembly/GUID9CBAA91A-FAAD-4409-AFFC-ACC1810E4FA5.html

Question: 46
Refer to the exhibit.

An administrator configures a lease policy, (“1 Day Lease”), for the App-Dev project so that machines have a starting
lease of one day and a maximum lease of five days.
The following week, the administrator is assigned a ticket to address an issue with machines being deleted without any
notifications being received. The administrator requests a new machine deployment through the App-Dev project’s
service catalog. Given the one day lease period, the administrator expects to receive an automated “Lease Expiring”
system immediately following a successful deployment; however, the email is not received. The administrator checks
the deployment that has just been created (as displayed in the exhibit) and confirms that the “1 Day Lease” policy has
been correctly applied.
Which action should the administrator take to resolve this issue? (Choose the best answer.)
A. Add an email endpoint.
B. Configure the notification email Server.
C. Ensure the users have notifications enabled.
D. Run the Configure mail workflow.

Answer: B
Explanation:
Reference: https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/6.7/com.vmware.vsphere.vcenterhost.doc/GUID467DA288-7844-48F5-BB44-99DE6F6160A4.html

Question: 47
Which two public cloud accounts are supported for vRealize Automation? (Choose two.)
A. IBM Cloud
B. Oracle Cloud
C. Amazon Web Services
D. Alibaba Cloud
E. Microsoft Azure

Answer: C,E
Explanation:
Reference: https://docs.vmware.com/en/vRealize-Automation/8.0/Using-and-Managing-Cloud-Assembly/GUID6667AA70-169A-4E03-A377-B2B4533910D4.html

Question: 48
An administrator needs to create a custom form for a cloud template that has just been created. One of the form input

fields needs to be a drop-down that is populated through an external source.
Which vRealize Automation service must the administrator use to complete this task? (Choose the best answer.)
A. Service Broker
B. Orchestrator
C. Cloud Assembly
D. Code Stream

Answer: A
Explanation:
Reference: https://docs.vmware.com/en/vRealize-Automation/8.4/Using-and-Managing-Service-Broker/GUID7ED61233-1167-4BD6-AEAA-0F7F9F9C6BD9.html

Question: 49
When deploying SaltStack Config minions as part of a machine deployment in vRealize Automation, which parameter
must be specified in the cloudConfig section of the cloud template? (Choose the best answer.)
A. Salt master account with the Administrator or Superuser role
B. Salt minion installation directory
C. Salt minion operating system family
D. Salt master address

Answer: D
Explanation:
Reference: https://docs.vmware.com/en/vRealize-Automation/8.3/Using-and-Managing-Cloud-Assembly/GUID601FCFAE-DB21-4A05-AFCF-F304D6216C8C.html

Question: 50
Refer to the exhibit.

An administrator receives the error in the attached screenshot when attempting to add a cloud account.
What is a possible cause of this error? (Choose the best answer.)
A. The username and password are incorrect.
B. The hostname uses a URL instead of IP address/FQD
D. There is an invalid certificate for the vCenter.
E. A Cloud account exists with the same name.

Answer: B
Explanation:
Reference: https://docs.vmware.com/en/vRealize-Operations-Manager/8.4/com.vmware.vcom.core.doc/GUID315C57B6-A383-4DBA-A8D0-FEF6CC56F0B4.html
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